Certified since 2013

Your guide;

Founder and organiser of the annual
European Tenkara Convention since 2013

I learned to become a guide from different
headguides in Sweden, Tasmania, England
and Norway. To maintain, keep up and
improve my own skills as a fisherman I still
take each year a course or a guided trip to
become a better guide and fisherman. Books
can only teach you so much, but a proper
guide can teach you in one day something
that will take you a whole season to figure
out.
I have a passion for rivers, creeks and their
landscapes. Especially combining a tenkara
rod with the techniques nymphing, wet fly,
dry fly, the combo dry fly and nymph, is
where I shine. And I make it my goal to
introduce as many people as possible into
the world of fly fishing and showing them
that, with some guidance, fly fishing does
not need to be so complicated as people
think.

Certified since 2011

During my guiding I try to combine
traditional fly fishing and tenkara in such
a way that it will change the way you
fish into a more exciting, effective way, it
will literally change the way you look at
fly fishing forever!

Completely tailor suited guided trips.
A simplified introduction in the world of fly fishing.
Specialised in both creeks and rivers with traditional
fly fishing gear as well as tenkara.
Combining both tenkara and traditional fly fishing in
such a way that you will fish in a more exciting and
effective way.
Teaching you techniques which you can use during
your future fishing trips that will turn you into a better
fisherman.
Making sure that you experience everything that
Trysil has to offer with its beautiful scenery, wild
nature and different fishing opportunities!

During my guiding I try to show you
what fishing in Trysil is really all about
by combining traditional fly fishing and
tenkara in such a way that it will
change the way you fish into a more
exciting, effective way, it will literally
change the way you look at fly fishing
forever!
How to book a guided trip?

Tenkara guided trip
The basics of fly fishing with a Tenkara rod
are a lot easier to learn and Tenkara offers
a completely different approach to fly
fishing as well, a more simplified approach,
which makes it possible for everyone to
learn the basics of fly fishing!
This is why I can focus more on teaching
you how to read the water and which
technique will be most effective in a
specific circumstance; Tenkara techniques
or the more traditional techniques in
combination with a Tenkara rod. This will
lead to an unforgettable fishing
experience;

You will be surprised how much you will
learn about fly fishing through Tenkara
that can’t be shown with traditional fly
fishing.This trip will forever change
your view on fly fishing!

Traditional guided trip
This day will give you a refreshing look
on fly fishing. We will go through some
of the newest techniques within fly
fishing that will give you a great way of
changing between different
presentations when necessary.
You will learn which techniques and
flies are working during different
circumstances, which casts to use, how
to read the water and how to find out
which fly to use when there are none to
be seen.
This will create a better adaptation to
the ever-changing weather situations,
fishing scenarios, fly-hatches and a
better understanding on how to use
your flies to their fullest!

Contact me or look me up at camping Trysil
Hyttegrend. Before each guided trip we will go
through your casting and fishing abilities and
discuss what it is that you want to learn and
experience to make sure that the trip will be
tailor suited to your needs.
I speak both Dutch, English, German, Swedish
and Norwegian.

Contact
Chris Hendriks Fishing – Experiences
www.tenkara-norway.com
hendrikschris@hotmail.com
+47-46908411

Prices
Half a day guiding; 1500,-Nok
(without lunch and license)
Full day guiding; 2000,- Nok
(includes a lunch)
These prices are for 1 person per trip. Each
extra person pays 500,- Nok. So three persons
for a full day is 2000,- + 2x 500,- The total is
then 3000,- which includes a lunch for all three.

